Welcome to Ducktails and Bobbysox and the Old Malt Shop in the small town of Victor, USA. Come back with us to the 50's, the beginning of rock and roll and happy days, when our nation was young and innocent.

It is Homecoming Week and the Alumni (or is that Alumni?) are back in town to help celebrate. At the Malt Shop we'll meet up with the Yellow Jacket hoodies and their babes; the school gals and guys, the cheerleaders and Martha and Tilly. Rock star Curtis Jackson along with Sandra Harper, his public relations officer, have come to Victor to find a new style of music.

So, sit back, get your toes ready to tap and enjoy the memories of the glorious 50's.

It has been a joy and pleasure to work with this outstanding cast of actors. The cast, made up of seasoned and beginning actors, have worked hard for the last five weeks singing and dancing to give you a great show. We are excited, pleased, and proud of what the students have accomplished. All have risen to the occasion, and in some cases, gone far beyond what was expected of them.

Our appreciation to all the parents, our awesome High School tech crew and the Per Gradus Club for their gracious support of this musical production. We couldn't have done it without any of you. This truly has been a team effort. Together We Are The Best! My personal thanks to everyone for all the time, love, and energy you have all given this show. Truly, it is a job well done.
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